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GLOBAL HOLOMORPmC SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS WITH A PARAMETER IN A

STEIN MANIFOLDS*
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1. Introduction

Let S be a pure :finite dimensional Stein space, Cn be the space of
n complex variables %1> %2, ••• , Zn, a be a Stein domain of the product
space Cnxs of Cn and S. Let O:M be the sheaf over {J of germs of
holomorphic functions of variables z= (Z1> %2, ••• , zn) ECn and sES, m
be a positive integer, a~(z, s) be holomorphic functions on (J for i=
1,2, "', nand p, q=l, 2, ..., m. We define sheaf homomorphisms T j , Pj

and P of om: =0:'. in om for i,j=l, 2, "', n by putting
t( 011 ... 012" .

TJ= O%j +'flai,,(Z,s)!k, oZ; +'flt%(%,S)!k,

..., ~~ +~la~,,(z, s)!k) ,
•

P1/=T.I, Pjl= T n- j+1 (Pj- 1I) (j=2, 3, "', n-l),
PI=Pnl

for f=t(lb 12, '.', fm) Eom, where we denote the column vector 1
by t(l1>f2' ' ••, fm) in order to conserve natural resources.

L. Ehrenpreis [2J considered an application of the sheaf theory to
differential equations and gave a criterion for the existence of global
solutions of differential equations where the existence of local solutions
are assured. J. Kajiwara [5J applied the method of Ehrenpreis to
ordinary differential equations in the analytic category. 1. Wakabayashi
[14J gave examples of domain of holomorphy in which an equation is

not globally solvable. The equation :1 = g is such an example, be-
UZI

cause there exists a simply connected domain in C3 on which !I =g
UZI
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has no global solution for some holomorphic functions g. H. Suzuki
[12J stated a necessary and sufficient condition for the global existence
of holomorphic solutions. S. I. Pineuk [IOJ found sufficient conditions
to solve the formulated problem and he found necessary and sufficient
conditions for the solution of the problem. J. Kajiwara-T. Morl [6J
obtained the necessary and sufficient condition that for any function
gEHO(O, om) there is a function fEHO(O, om) satisfying the inhomo
geneous equation P"f=g in case that n=l. M. Harita [4J obtained
the condition in case that n>1. And J. Kajiwara-K. H. Shon [8J
have obtained the equivalent relations for Hl(O, Ker P,,) =0 in case
that n=l.

At first, we generalize the result of Kajiwara-Shon [8J. The method
are based on the above [4,8J. Nextly, we obtain the vanishing theo
rem of cohomology groups for domains, those are not Stein.

2. Preliminaries

Let D be a Stein domain of the product space CXS, qJ be the sheaf
of germs of holomorphic functions on D and apq(z, s) be holomorphic
functions on D. In case that n=1 of Section I, we put T" f =Tf and
let Ker T be the kernel of T. Let cjJ : D--..-"S be the canonical pro
jection. For (z, s) ED, let D(z, s) be the connected component of cjJ-l
(s) in eX {s} containing (z, s), D be the set of all cuts D(z, s) for
all (z, s) ED, D. be the set of all simply connected D(z, s) for (z, s)
ED, and define the mapping rP: D--..-"S by r/J(D(z,s»=sES.

THEOREM 2.1 ([8J). If D=D.. if there exists a domain E in CXS
containing D such that all coefficients apq(z, s) are holomorphic in E
and that the space E of cuts E(z,s), (z,s)EE, is a Hausdorff space
and if the parameter space S is a Stein manifold, then the following
properties (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent:

(1) Hl(D, Ker T) =0.
(2) The dimension of Hl (D, Ker T) is finite or countably infinite.
(3) The set D is a Stein manifold.

THEOREM 2.2 ([8J). Let D be a Stein domain of the product space
Cx S of C and a pure finite dimensional Stein space S. If Hl (D, Ker T)
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HO(D,qJm)
THO(D,qJm) 0, then either D(z, s) is simultaneously simply

connected for any (z, s) ED or D(z, s) is simultaneously doubly connected
and satisfies HO(D(z, s), Ker T) =0 for any (z, s) ED.

In case that D(z,s) is a doubly connected domain with HO(Dz,s),
Ker T) =0 for any (z, s) ED, then HI(D, Ker T) =0 holds if and
only if D is a Hausdorff space.

In case that D(z, s) is a simply connected domain for any (z, s) ED,
if the dimension of HI (D, Ker T) is finite or countably infinite and
if all coefficients apq(z, s) are holomorphic in a domain E of CXS
containing D such that it is a Hausdorff space, then D is a Hausdorff
space and the domain (D, tP) over S is a domain of meromorphy.
Moreover, if S is a Stein manifold then D is also a Stein manifold.
Conversely, if D=Ds is a Stein space, then we have HI(D, Ker T)
=0.

3. Global holomorphic solutions

Let ¢; : Q-------)- {(Zh .••, Z;-h Z;+h .", Zm s)} be the canonical projection.
For (z, s) = (Zh Z2, .", Zm s) EQ, let Q;(z, s) be the connected component
of cfi;l(Zh .", Z;-h Z;+h .", Zn, s) nQ in CnX {s} containing (z, s) ED
and 0; be the set of all cuts Q;(z, s) for any (z, s) EQ (i=l, 2, ..•, n).
We define the mapping tP;: O;-------)-{(Zh .••, Z;-h Z;+h ···,zms)} by tP;(D;
(z, s» = (Zh •••, Z;-h ZHh •• ', Zn, s) for any (z, s) EQ and the canonical
mapping 1J; : Q-------)-O; by 1J;(Zh Z2, .'., Zn, s) =Q;(z, s) for any (z, s) E Q
(i=l, 2, .", n). We define in the space 0; the strongest topology
so that the mapping 1J; is continuous. Then the mapping tP; is a local
homeomorphism. We have short exact sequences of sheaves

Ti
O-------)-Ker T;-------)-om-------)-om-------)-o,

Pj
0-------)-Ker P j-------)-om-------)-om-------)-o

and long exact sequences of cohomology groups
T i

•..-------)-HO(Q, Om)-------)-HO(Q, Om)_Hl(Q, Ker T i )

_HI(Q, om)_Hl(Q, om)_•••,
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Pj

···~HO(D, om)~HO(D, om)~HI(D, Ker Pj)
~HI(D,om)~HI(D,om)~...

for i,j=1, 2, ..., n. Since D is a Stein domain, we have Ht(D, Om) =0
for t;;;:l and

HI(D, Ker T;)=HO(D,om)/TiHO(D,om),
HI(D, Ker Pj) =HO(D, om) / PjHO(D, Om).

A necessary and sufficient condition for HI (D, Ker P) =0 is that
every function which is locally of a form Pf=g is also globally of
the form (see [2J) , and a necessary and sufficient condition that for
any function gEHO(D, om) there exists a function fEHO(D, Om)
satisfying the form Pf=g is that there holds HI(D, Ker P) =0.

Let E i (z, s) be the connected component of 1i;1 (Z1> ••• , Z;-1> Zi+1> ••• , z'"
s) nEi in C"X {s} containing (z, s) EE; for any domain E; in C"xS.
Here after, we ~onsider the case that Di(z, s) is simply connected for
each (z, s) ED and i=l, 2, ..., n.

LEMMA 3.1. Let DI (z, s) be a simply connected domain for (z, s) ED.
If the dimension of HI(D, Ker P) is finite or countably infinite, then
the dimensions of HI(D, Ker T I) and HI(D, Ker p ..- I ) are finite or
countably infinite, respectively.

Proof. Since the dimension of HI (D, Ker P) is finite or countably
infinite, we have dim HI(D, Ker P) <+00 by Y. T. Siu [11, Theorem
4J and then HI(D, Ker P) =0 by Theorem 2.1. Therefore, we have
HO(D, om) =PHO(D, om). Then there exists a function fEHO(D,om)
such that Pf=g for any function gEHO(D, om). Letting fI=P..-d,
then we have TIfI=p.. f=g. Hence we have HI(D, Ker T I) =0, that
is, the dimension of HI (D, Ker T I ) is finite or countably infinite.
For any function gEHO(D, Om), we have TigEHO(D, Om). Hence
there exists a function hEHO(D, Om) such that TIg=Ph=TI(P..-Ih)
for any gEHO(D, om). Thus we have TI(P..-d-g) =0, and then
p ..-d=g for any function gEHO(D, Om). So we have proved that
HI(D, Ker p ..- I) =0.

LEMMA 3.2. Let D;(z, s) be simply connected domains for all1~i~n

and (z, s) ED. If the dimension of HI(D, Ker P) isfinite or countably
infinite, if there exists a domain E i in C"XS containing D for each i=
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1,2, "', n such that all coefficients a~ (z, s) are holomorphic in E i and
if the space Ei of cuts Ei(z,s), (z,s)EEi, is a Hausdorff space for
each i=1,2, "',n, then the dimension of HI(D, Ker T;) is finite or
countably infinite, Di is a Hausdorff space and the domain (Di, ¢Ji) over
the Stein space S is a domain of meromorphy for each i=1,2, ..•, n.

Proof. For i=1, we have the result by Lemma 3.1 and Theo~em
2.2. Suppose that the dimension of HI (D, Ker P k) is finite or coun
tably infinite for k<n. By Lemma 3. 1, we have the dimension of
HI(D, Ker Pn-k) is finite or countably infinite and then HO(D, 0"') =
Pn_kHO(D,O"'). Since T1t.+I(Pn-k-t!) =Pn-ltf for any fEHO(D,O"'),
we have HI(D, Ker Tk+l) =0. That is, the dimension of HI(D, Ker
T 11.+1) is finite or countably infinite. And the remainder statements are
desired by Theorem 2. 2.

THEOREM 3.3. Let D be a Stein domain of Cnxs and Di(z, s) be
simply connected domains for (z, s) ED and 1~i~n. If the dimension
of Hi (D, Ker P) is finite or countably infinite, if there exists a domain
Ei in CnxS containing D for each i=1,2, •••, n such that all coefficients
a~(z,s) are holomorphic in Ei and if the space Ei of cuts Ei(z,s),
(z, s) EEi, is a Hausdorff space for each i=1,2, "', n, then the dimen
sion of HI(D, Ker T i) is finite or countably infinite, Di is a Hausdorff
,r;pace and the domain (Di, ¢Ji) over the Stein space S is a domain of
meromorphy for each i=1, 2, .•., n. Conversely, if the simply connected
domain Di(z,s) is a Stein space for each i=1,2,···,n, thenHI(D,
KerP) =0.

Proof. By Theorem 2. 2 and Lemma 3. 1 and 3. 2, we have the
theorem.

K. Oka [9J proved that every domain over Cn analytically convex
in the sence of Hartogs is a domain of holomorphy. Therefore a
domain of meromorphy over Cn coincides eith a domain of holomorphy
over Cn. J. Kajiwara-E. Sakai [7J proved that the envelope of mero
morphy of a domain over a Stein manifold S with respect to a family
of meromorphic function on the domain is p-convex in the sence of
F. Docquier-H. Grauert [1J and, therefore, is a Stein manifold.
Especially, a domain of meromorphy over S coincides with a domain
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of holomorphy over S.

LEMMA 3.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 3. 3, if S is a Stein
manifold, then Di are Stein manifolds for all i=1,2, .••, n.

Proof. For each i=1,2, .••• 11" since the unramified domain (Di , (Pi)
over the Stein manifold S is a domain of meromorphy by Theorem
3.3, it is pseudoconvex by Kajiwara-Sakai [7J. Thus Di are Stein
manifolds for all i=1.2, .•. ,11, by Docquier-Grauert [1J.

In case that UI C U2 c ... be a sequence of open Stein subsets in X
co

and U= U Uj> if X is a Stein manifold, it is known that U is Stein.
j=l

And if X is a Stein space, it is not known whether V should be
Stein. J. E. Fornaess [3J has given an example of a sequence of
increasing Stein subsets in a manifold whose union is not Stein. If VI
and U2 are open Stein subsets of Stein space X, if V = UI UV2 c cX
and if dim HI(U,O)<oo, then U is Stein by L. M. Tovar [13J.

Let Dij=DiUDj for the above Stein manifold Di, each i and j. Then
the union Dij is not necessarily Stein. We consider exclusively the
case that DirlDrl=fj).

THEOREM 3. 5. Under the assumption of Lemma 3.4, if in addition
QcEiccCnxs for each i=1,2, ... ,11" then

HI (Djk, C) =HO(Dj nDk, C) /R(HO(Dj> CHBHO(Dk, C»
for some mapping R and

Hq(Djk, C) =0 (q;;;;2)

for any coherent analytic sheaf C on C· X S (j, k= 1, 2, ..., 11,) •

Proof. The intersection Dj niik is a Stein manifold for each j, k=
1,2, ... , n. For the coherent analytic sheaf C. we have the Mayer
Vietoris exact sequence

0~llO(Djk,C)~llO(Dj,C)61110(fik'C)

~HO(Djnfik,C)~HI(Djk.C)~···
~Hq-I(fijnfik,C)~Hq(fijhC)~

Hq(Dj> C) 6111q(Dk, C)~···
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for each j, k=l, 2, ..., n. By Lemma 3.4 and the theorem B of Cartan,
we have

Hq(Qjo~) =Hq(Qk'~)=0,

Hq(QjnDk'~)=O (q~l)

for all j, k=l, 2, ..., n. Therefore, we have
HI (Qjk, t;;) =HO(Qj nQk, t;;) / R(HO(Qjo ~)G7HO(Qk,t;;»

and

for all j, k=l, 2, ..., n.

CoROLLARY 3.6. A necessary and sufficient condition that for any
function gEHO(Qj nDk, t;;) there exists a function fE (HO(Djo t;;) ff)Ho
(D k, t;;» satisfying a form Rf=g is that there holds HI (Djk, t;;) =0.
And a necessary and sufficient condition for HI (Djk, t;;) =0 is that every
function which is locally of the form Rf=g is also globally of the form.
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